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Summary

bayes-toolbox is a Python package intended to facilitate the increased use and adoption of Bayesian statistics in scientific research. As Python is one of the fastest growing and most widely used programming languages, bayes-toolbox fills the need for a Python library that makes it as easy to perform Bayesian statistical tests as it currently is to perform their “frequentist” counterparts. The intended users of bayes-toolbox are students and researchers, particularly those in the behavioral and neural sciences, who are looking for a low friction way to learn Bayesian statistics and incorporate it into their research.

Statement of need

Currently, Python users can choose between several packages that provide simple-to-use functions for running classical/frequentist statistical tests (e.g., Pingouin, SciPy, pandas, and statsmodels). In contrast, for Bayesian statistics there has only been the excellent Bambi package, which, while quite powerful and robust, does require more advanced knowledge and familiarity with R-brms syntax. Therefore, the goal of bayes-toolbox is to fill an important gap in the Python-Bayesian community, by providing an easy-to-use module for less experienced users that makes it as simple, in Python, to fit a Bayesian model to data as it is to run a frequentist statistical test. As all of the models (tests) are executable with single functions, they are ideal for use in an open, replicable workflow (Wilson et al., 2017).

bayes-toolbox is a Python package that makes performing such Bayesian analyses simple and straightforward. By leveraging PyMC, a probabilistic programming library written in Python (Patil et al., 2010), and providing easy-to-use functions, bayes-toolbox removes many of the technical barriers previously associated with Bayesian analyses, especially for users who would prefer to work with Python over other programming languages (e.g., R). This package also removes the requirement to include model formulas to perform statistical tests, another potential barrier for end users. And as the bayes-toolbox functions provide Bayesian analogues of many of the most common classical tests used by scientists, including t-tests, ANOVAs, and regression models, as well as hierarchical (multi-level) models and meta-analyses, it provides a much needed bridge for researchers who are familiar with frequentist statistics but wish to explore the Bayesian framework.

bayes-toolbox was designed for and targeted to researchers primarily in the behavioral and neural sciences. However, as many of the models and Jupyter notebook tutorials included in the public bayes-toolbox repository are adapted from the well-known textbook “Doing Bayesian Data Analysis” (Kruschke, 2014), bayes-toolbox can also serve as an important pedagogical tool for students and researchers alike.
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